
The Result
As a result of our development process, our client received an 
application which helps French entrepreneurs to evaluate a 
property in the most efficient way. 
 
The product met all their requirements and we managed to 
bring the raw idea to life, with the possibility of its further 
improvement. 

3 user roles available in the app

7 types of results received by the user, after calculations

2 seconds to display the results

2 types of data visualisation tools were used

Technologies

Bootstrap 4

 Angular 6 FacebookTypescript

Google Authorization Cordova 8 jQuery 

HTML 5 CSS 3

1 Full-stack Developer

1 Quality Assurance

1 Project Manager

 Scope of Work

hours of 
development

700

   Fast.  It was crucial to make the charts generate simultaneously 
with a ready-to-print document. As they are generated in only 7 
seconds, they perfectly met our requirements. 
 

Data Visualisation 
Tools

 
 
     Suit all devices. As the premium users can use the application 
through a mobile phone, the charts and bars had to be displayed 
equally well on every device. 
 
     Easily adapted to our design. We created a custom design for 
Belle Renta, therefore the visualisation tools had to coincide with 
the holistic design. 
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We determined how different factors affect the profitability of real 
estate. As Belle Renta calculates both common factors and more 
specific details, we resorted to the assistance of our analysts.  
 
They determined the specific value of each factor, analyzing how 
they influence the property price. So that we were able to develop 
the maximum correct formulas. 
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Together with the client, we developed a list of core features 
which were needed to attract the first customers - this was done 
to ensure market survival for Belle Renta. After rolling out these 
key features, we were going to extend the functionality to develop 
a single real estate base for the French market. 
 
The Minimum Viable Product had to consist of the following parts: 
     A web app with features for different user roles, including ROI 
calculator; 
     A PDF rendering with all the calculations in the form of charts 
and tables; 
     Free access to part of website’s functionality for non-logged 
users; 
     Extended website functionality for Premium users for a 
monthly fee;  
     Administrator panel for management purposes.
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Challenge
At the beginning of our collaboration, our client had a raw idea that 
supposed only calculating a property’s rate of return. Since one 
feature is not enough to attract clients, it was necessary to form and 
develop a list of core features to satisfy early customers.  
 
The biggest challenge was to develop  and implement  accurate 
formulas to provide users with ready-to-print, correct calculation 
results, as far as possible - this was a clear need due to the 
increasing competition in the market. Belle Renta had to beat the 
competition providing the clearest and most detailed outcome.  
 
Summarising all of the above, we highlighted the scope of work: 
 
     To create a Minimum Viable Product to attract and satisfy early 
customers; 
     To provide clearly thought out and accurate formulas for 
calculations 
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Due to increasing activity in the French real estate market, our 
clients decided to develop software to give quick information 
about the rate of return of property for sale.  
 
As they have never tackled similar projects before, they 
entrusted us with software development to turn their idea 
into reality. So, it was our responsibility to offer  convenient 
development technology and suitable design options to help 
the idea  succeed.  

Story Behind

Belle Renta is a mobile and web application, created by French entrepreneurs, to help 
property owners to get the greatest benefit from a deal. It allows proprietors and real estate 
agencies to estimate the profit from leasing or selling the property, calculating its rate of 
return.

Mobile and web application created to estimate the profit 

from leasing or selling the property

Belle Renta

Website

Contacts
Let's see what we can offer in your case!

Nauky Avenue 38, Kharkiv, 61166, 
Ukraine 
 
+38 095 679 77 76 
info@anuitex.com

Research and Development Office 
in Kharkiv

13 John Prince's Street, London, W1G 0JR, 
United Kingdom 
 
+44 203 608 5239 
headquarters@anuitex.com 

Headquarters in London

https://bellerenta.azurewebsites.net/#/home

